Dear Cathedral Camp Families,

We are writing to inform you that effective immediately, camper use of cell phones and electronic devices will not be allowed during the camp day. This is a widely enforced policy in many camps and we believe it is in the best interest of all campers. Not only are cell phones and other electronics expensive and can get stolen or lost, but also their usage can interfere with and even compromise a child’s overall experience at camp. Summer camp offers a great opportunity to learn about and navigate social situations while not being constantly connected to and immersed within a digital/virtual world.

Campers will be expected to keep their phones/devices turned off in their backpacks during the camp day. If acamper needs to contact a parent throughout the camp day, they should inform their counselor and the counselor will accompany them to the main office where the call can be made. If a parent needs to contact their child, please call the camp office at 508-763-8874.

We appreciate your cooperation and understanding in this matter. We already have a long-standing policy of no cell phone use for staff during the camp day and believe it is in everybody’s best interest to implement this policy camp wide.
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